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APPLICATIONS OF THE KKM-PRINCIPLE TO PROLLA

TYPE THEOREMS

S. SESSA AND S. P. SINGH

Abstract. We prove some theroems of Prolla type (13] using a well
known KKM-principle of I(y Fan [6], so generalizing several results known
in the literature.

The following theorem due to Prolla [13] was proved using tools from ap

pro迢mation theory and the Bohnenblust and Karlin theorem [2]:

Theorem 1. Let X be a nonempty compact convex subset of a normed

linear space E and g : X -+ X be a continuous almost affine onto map. Then

for each continuous map f : X -+ E, there exists a point xo EX such that

[lgx0 - fxoll = inf{llx - fxo[l : x EX}. (1)

Let X be nonempty convex subset of a normed linear space E and g : X--*

E. We recall that g is almost affine on X if

llg(Ax1) + (1 - >.)x2) _, YI! ~>. ·llgx1 - YII + (1 - >.)·l!gx2 - YI!

for all x1,x2 EX,,.\ E (0, 1] and y EE.
The following result, due to Ky Fan (6], extends known results on the KKM-

principle.

Theorem 2. Let y be a nonempty convex subset of a Hausdorff topological

vector space E and X be a nonempty subset of Y. For each x E X, let Fx be a
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＂
relatively closed subset of y such that F is a l(I(M-map. there is a nonempty

subset Xo of X such that the intersection B = nxEXoFx is compact and Xo is

contained in a compact convex subset S ofY, then nxEXFx -:J <f>.

Remark 1. As noted by Lin (11], the set B is necessarily nonempty.

A very good source of reference on KKM-Principle is due to Granas [7] where

several applications are given.·The following result due to Allen [1] follows from

Theorem 2 as a Corollary.

Theorem 3. Let X be a nonempty convex subset of a Hausdorff topological
vector space. Let <I> : Xx X --+ R be a real valued function satisfying the following

properties:
(i) For each~fixed x EX, <I>(x,y) is a lower·semicontinuous function of Yon

X,
(ii) For each fixed y E X, <I>(x, y) is a quasiconcave function of x on X,

(iii) <I>(x,x)~0 for all x EX,
(iv) X has a nonempty compact convex subset Xo such that the set B = {y E

X : <I>(x, y)~0 for all x E Xo} is compact.

Then there exists some y0 E X such that <I> (x, Yo)~0 for all x E X·

y·We recall that a real function f on a convex set J 1s quas1concave if the

{x E X : J(x) > t} is convex for all t E R and it is lower semicontinuous if the
set {x EX : f(x)~t} is closed in X for 詛 t ER.

Remark 2. As noted by Shih and Tan [14], the coercive cond1t10n (1v)

18 a unification of the two coercive conditions given by Allen [1] and Brezis,

Nirenberg and Stampacchia [3). It is easily seen that (ii) and (iii) imply that B
is nonempty.

We prove the following:

Theorem 4. Let X be a nonempty compact convex of a normed linear space

E and let g : X --+ E be a continuous map such that

(a) g(X) is convex and g-1(y) is convex for every y E g(X).
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Then for each continuous map J : X --;. E, either there 函sts some xo E X

such that gx0 = fXo or for any Y E g(X):

0 < l\gxo - fxoll ::::; IIY - fxoll-

Remark 3. We note that the almost affine map g : X ---* X of Theorem 1

satisfies condition (a). Indeed, let y E g(X) = X and x1,x2 E g-1(y). Then we

have for each .X E [O, 1]:

llg(.Xx1 + (1 - .X)x2) - YII~.X·llgx1 - YII + (1 - .X)·llgx2 - YII = 0,
1.e . .Xx1 + (1 - .X)x2 E g-1(y). Hence g-1(y) is convex for any y E g(X). This

implies that Theorem 1 follows from Theorem 4.
We need the following theorem, which was established by Komiya (10] com-

bining Lemma 1 of Ha [8] and Prop. 2 of Browder [4]:

Theorem 5. Let A be a nonempty convex subset of a Hausdorff linear

topological space E and let B be a nonempty compact convex subset of a Hausdorff
A .. Blinear topological space F. Let S : __, 2 be an upper semzcontinuous set-valued

mapping such that S(a) is a nonempty closed convex subset of B for each a E A
and T : B ---* 2A be a set-valued mapping such that T(b) is a nonempty convex

subset of A and y-1(a) = {b E B : a E T(b)} is open in B for each a E A.

Then there exist a point ao E A and a point b。E B such that ao E T(bo) and

bo E S(ao),
B· ．We recall that a set-valued mapping S : A ---* 2 1s upper sem1contrnuous if

5-1(C) = {a EA: S(a) n Cf¢} is closed in A for every closed subset C of B .
.

Proof of theorem 4. Assuming the negation of the second alternative, we

have (b) for each x E X such that llgx - Jxii > 0, there exists a point Y E g(X)

such that
llgx - fxii > IIY - /xii·

Let gx f fx for any x E X. Define a set-valued mapping T : X 一 2g(X) by

setting T(x) = {y E g(X): llgx - fxll > ilY - fxll} for any x EX.
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Since g(X) is convex and (b) holds, T(x) is a nonempty convex subset of

g(X). Further, X\T-I(y) = {x EX: llgx- fxii~IIY- fxll} is closed in X since
f and g are continuous, so T一 l(y) is open in X for any y E g(X). Now, define a
set-valued mapping S : g(X) -+菸 by setting S(y) = g-1(y) for each y E g(X).
Since g is closed and s-1(C) = g(C) for any closed subset C of X, we have that

．
S is an upper sem1contmuous mapping such that, by (a), S(y) 1s a nonempty

closed convex subset of X for each Y E g .,((Y). Using Theorem 5 with A= g(X)

and B = X, there exists two points Yo E g()() and xo E X such that Y。E Txo
and x0 E g-1(y0). This implies that llgxo - f這＞鼬- !這 = jjgxo - fxoll,

a contradict10n.

Remark 4. It is clear that the above proof can be adopted to prove the
more general Theorem 3 of Ha [9], of which Theorem 4 is a special case.

．Now we prove some results where the compactness on the referential set X

is relaxed. In the sequel, w stands for the weak topology.

fTheorem 6. Let X be a nonempty convex subset o a normed linear space
. llE. Let J : (X, w) -+ (E, II II) be a sequentza y strongly continuous map and

g : (X, w) -+ (E, w) be a sequentially weakly continuous map such that

(a1) g-1([y,z]) is convex for y,z E g(X).
(b1) Moreover, let X。be a nonempty weakly compact convex subset of X such

that the set B = {y E X : IIYY - fYII :S llgx - fYII for all x E Xo} is weakly

compact. Then there exists a point xo E B such that

llgx0 - fxoll = inf{llgx - fxoll: x EX}.

If g(X) = X, then (1) is satisfied.

(2)

Proof. Define a set-valued mapping F : X 一 菸 by setting F(x) = {y E

X : ljgy - Jyll~llgx - fYII} for each x E X. Fx is weakly closed. Indeed, let

區} be in Fx converging weakly to y. Then gy。- JYa -+ gy - fy weakly and
gx - fy。-+gx - fy strongly. Now,

ll9Y - fYII~lim i~f llgy。-fy。II~lim i~f llgx - Jy。II = l!gx - fYI!,
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i.e. y E Fx. We show that Fis a KKM-map, i.e. the convex hull co {x1, x2, · · ·,

xn} of every finite subset {x1, x2, ... , xn} of Xis contained in the corresponding
n

union LJ Fxi. Indeed, let z E co{x1, ... , xn} and assume that z (/. Fxi for any

i = 1,~~\n. Then Xi(/. p-1(z), i.e. Xi EX\ p-1(z) = {x EX: llgz - fzll >
llgx - Jzll} for any i = 1, ... , n. As proved in Theorem 1 of Lin [12], X \ F一l(z)

is convex. Indeed, let z1, z2 E X \ F 一l(z) and let gz1 = u1, gz2 = u2. Since
g可區 叫）is convex by (a1), we have 屆 十(1 一 >.)z2 E g-1([u1,u21) for>. E

．[O, 1]. Thus g(>.z1 + (1 - >.)z2) E [u1, u2], i.e. for any>. E [O, 1] there exists 加 E

[O, 1] such that g(>.z1 + (1-硐 ）= h;-.U1 + (J-h).)u2 =加g(zi)+ (1~柘）g(z吐
Then

llg(>.z1 + (1 - 硐 ）－曰 ＝加 ·1lgz1 - fzll + (1 - 加）·llgz2 - fzll < Ugz - fzll-

This means that >.z1 + (1 - /\)z2 EX\ p-1(z) for>. E (0, 1], i.e. X \ p-1(z)
is convex. Then co {xi, ... ,xn} c)(\ p-1(z), i.e. z (/. p-1(z), a contradiction

to the fact x E F(x), i.e. x E F 一 1 (x) for each x E X. Since ( 炻）holds, all

the hypothesis of Theorem 2 (with X = Y and 5 = Xo) are satisfied in (E, w).
Then nxexF(x) -:J¢and a point x0 of this intersection, contained in B, verifies

our conclusion.

Remark 5. Condition (a1) is the same condition (c') used by Ha [9] and

Lin [12].

Corollary 1. Let X be a nonernpty weakly compact convex subset of a

normed linear space E. Let f, g satisfy conditions of Theorem 6 including 伍 ）．

Then there exists a point xo E X satisfying (2).

Proof. It suffices to observe that condition ( 炻）of Theorem 6 is fulfilled in

this case by taking an-y nonempty weakly closed convex subset Xo (in particular,

X itself) of X.

Corollary 2. Let X be a nonempty compact convex subset of a normed

linear space E, let J, g : .X ___, E be continuous and g satisfies condition (a1).

Then there exists a point x0 E X such that (2) holds.
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Proof. In this case, (X, w) = (X, II II) since (X, II II) is strongly compact

and (X, w) is separated. Consequently, the concep ts of continuity and sequential

continuity coincide since X is metrizable. Thus the thesis follows from Corollary

1.

Remark 6. Corollary 2 is also a corollary of Theorem 3 of Ha [9] (with

condition (a1)) by taking E = F as normed linear space. Corollary 2 is also a

corollary of Theorem 2 of Lin [12] by assuming E = F. Note that Lin [12] derived

his Theorem 1 (which is Theorem 3 of Ha [9] under condition (ai)) directly by

the famous Lemma 1 of Fa.n [5] and his Theorem 2 from his Lemma 回 ，which
includes Lemma 1 of Fan [5]. Following the lines of proof of Theorem 6, it is

easy to derive Theorem 2 of Lin [12] directly from Theorem 2.

Remark 7. As pointed out by Lin (11], (12), condition (bi) of Theorem 6
can be replaced by the following condition [6, Theorem 7], (15]:

(b') Let X。be a nonempty v,'eakly compact convex subset of X and J(be a
1
nonempty weakly compa.ct subset of X such that for every y E X \ K, there

e這sts a point x E X。鼬 which IISJY - fvii > llgx - fYll·The concluswn of
Theorem 6 will be: there exists a point xo E !(such that (2) holds.

We state and prove the following using Theorem 3.

Theorem 7. Let X be a nonempty convex subset of a normed linear space

E, J : (X, w) --+ (E, II II) be sequentially strongly continuous and g : (X, w) --+

(E, w) be sequentially weakly continuous and almost affine on X. A1oreover,

condition (b1) holds. Then there e函sts a point x。E B such that (2) holds. If

g(X) = X, then (1) is satisfied.

Proof. Define <I> : X x X --. R by <I>位 ，y) = ll9Y~fYII - llgx - fYII for
all x, y E X. For each x E X, then <I>位 ，y) is a weakly lower sem1contmuous

function of yon X(cfr. proof of Theorem 6). For any y E X and t E R, let

Ct(Y) = {x EX: <l>(:r,y) > l}. \:\'e、bow tliat this set is convex. If X1, x2 E Ct(Y)
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and ,\ E [O, 1], we have

<1>(>.x1 + (1 - >.)x2,Y)

= !lgy - fYII - llg(>.x1 + (1 - >.)x2 - fYI!

~ll9Y - fYII - >. ·llgx1 - fYII - (1 - >.)·llgx2 - fYII

> ll9Y - !vii+ >.(t - ll9Y - fYII) + (I - >.)(t - ll9Y - fyll)

= t,
since g is almost affine. All the conditions of Theorem 3 are satisfied and the

thesis follows.

Remark 8. Of course, condition (術）can be replaced in Theorem 7 by

condition (b~).

Corollary 3. Let X be a nonempty weakly compact convex of a normed
(\)linear space E. Let f, g be as in Theorem 7 and g .L,. = X. Then there exists a

point x0 E X satisfying (1).

Remark 9. Theorem 1 is clearly a consequence of Corollary 3. If g is the

identity function of X Theorem 6 or Theorem 7 give Theorem 3 of Singh, Sehgal，
and Smithson (15].

Remark 10. It is evident that Theorem 6 and'l'heorem 7 can be established

in the more general con text of a locally con vex Hausdorff topological vector space

E. In this case, as observed by Lin [12) 、conditions ( 烆）and (b~) are replaced

respectively by the following:
(c1) For any continuous seminorm p on E, there exists a nonempty weakly

compact convex subset Xo(JJ) of X such that the set B(p) = {y E X :

p(gy - fy)~p(gx - fy) for all x E Xo(P)} ．1s weakly compact.

(')1c For any contmuous seminorm p on E, there exists a nonempty weakly com-

pact convex subset Xo(JJ) of X and a nonempty weakly compact subset K(p)

such that for every y E X \ K(p), there exists a point x E Xo(P) for which

p(gy-fy)~p(gx - Jy).
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Of course, in Theorem 7 one defines that g is almost affine on X for any

continuous seminorm p, >. E (0, 1), x1, x2 E X, y E E, it is p(g(>.x1 + (1- >.)x2)-

y) ~ >.p(gx1 - y) + (1 - >.)p(gx2 一一. y).

In this case, the proof of Theorem 6 and 7 is deduced via the Hahn-Banach

theorem (cfr. proof of Lemma 1 of (15]) and the conclusion will be:

fEither there exists a point xo E X such that gxo == xo or there exists a

continuous seminorm p on F and a point xo E B(p) (resp. xo E K(p)), if (c1)

(resp. (c~)) is assumed, such that O < p(gxo - fxo) :s; p(y- fxo) for 詛 y E g(X).

In this way, of course, for g = identity function on ,X one deduces Theorem

1 of [15].
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